THERE ARE A MILLION
DIRECTIONS TO TAKE
IN LIFE, BUT THERE’S ONLY
ONE PLACE TO BE.
TRANSIT CITY.
THE HEART OF IT ALL.
LOCATED IN THE CENTRE OF THE GTA,
TRANSIT CITY IS JUST STEPS
AWAY FROM THE SUBWAY,
REGIONAL TRANSIT AND
MAJOR HIGHWAYS.
NO MATTER WHERE YOU’RE GOING,
LIVING AT TR ANSIT CIT Y IS
A STEP IN THE RIGHT DIRECTION.
WELCOME TO THE NEW
CENTRE OF THE CITY.

Transit City is for people going places.
Living right next to the newest transit
hub in the GTA, you can hop on the
subway, regional transit or major
highways to get where you need to
fast. Whether you want to do some
downtown shopping, visit friends in
Markham, study at York University or
get to Pearson Airport for your next
vacation, you’ll be there in no time.
The journey could change day to day,
but you’ll always get to return to life
in the heart of it all.
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ZERO MINUTES
TO THE SUBWAY.
Just outside your front door is the
gateway to the entire GTA. Closer
to the subway entrance than any
other residential building, Transit
City residents will be able to get
underground to the subway in
2 minutes or less. To make the
journey even easier, you’ll receive
a TTC membership*. To top it all
off, Transit City is adjacent to the
VIVA and York Regional Transit bus
terminals, allowing you to travel
locally with ease or hop on and hop
off at Newmarket, Richmond Hill
or any one of the nine York Region
municipalities. It’s just so easy.
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NORTH AERIAL VIEW

* Subject to terms and conditions outlined in agreement of purchase and sale.
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SOUTH AERIAL VIEW
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THE GRASS
IS GREENEST HERE.

9 ACRE PARK

There’s so much to do in the proposed
9 acres of park and cultural space
just outside Transit City. Consider it
a green wonderland. Landscaped to
perfection, the park welcomes every
kind of outdoor activity you may have
in mind. Even better, the Urban Park
is nestled within an emerging worldclass neighbourhood that’s larger
than Queen’s Park, and created by a
world-renowned team of designers,
led by Claude Cormier. There’s no limit
to what you can do here. Whether you
want to catch a concert at the natural
ampitheatre, sip on an espresso at
the café, sail some model boats on
the pond or even get moving on the
bike paths, children’s play areas and
relay track, you can do it all. There are
activities for people of every age. With
all this and more, you can enjoy being
in the centre of it all, right at home.

TRANSIT CITY VIEW FROM PARK
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SETTING
THE BAR
HIGHER.

At 55 storeys tall, Transit City will be
the tallest residential building in the
York Region. Designed by Architect
Don Schmitt as a landmark to the
new urban landscape, its slender
form captures the spirit of this
vibrant area. From the outside, the
building is distinguished by graceful
white patterning that enfolds the
frame and draws the eye skyward.
The Jewel Box on the ground floor
is carved from transparent glass
at its base. It’s the perfect place
for meet-ups, flowing out into the
pedestrian mews and green space.
From its structure to its transit
access and its people, everything
at Transit City is about connection.
As the newest and tallest landmark
in the York Region, it is truly the
height of luxury.
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WELCOME HOME TO A
5-STAR BUCA LOBBY.
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BUCA VIEW FROM MEWS

A major feature in the lobby at Transit
City will be a stunning Buca-branded
restaurant and Bar Buca operated
by the renowned hospitality provider
King Street Food Company. The lobby
at Transit City will serve as an inviting
environment, reminiscent of the nicest
5-star hotel lobbies around the world;
residents will have an environment
to relax, work, unwind and socialize.
From morning until night, residents
will be able to experience Buca in
their lobby; a latte and pastry in the
morning, a quick bite during the day
or a drink at night are all on the menu
for residents at Transit City. Having a
Buca-branded restaurant and a Bar
Buca operate in the lobby will make
Transit City an iconic landmark in the
Vaughan Metropolitan Centre and will
provide tremendous value to owners
and residents of Transit City.
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BAR BUCA AREA
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At Transit City, the possibilities of what you
can do are endless. Your suite isn’t the only
thing you’ll enjoy once you move in. In your
building, you can find a games room complete
with a golf and sports simulator screen to
practice your swing, a party room for
birthdays and celebrations, and an extensive
outdoor amenity space designed by Claude
Cormier just outside your front door. You’ll
also be given a membership to the brand new,
state-of-the-art YMCA, which is only a few
steps away; helping you stick to your fitness
routine in 100,000 sq. ft. of space*. This flagship
location also includes childcare and aquatic
facilities. Next door, you’ll have access to the
20,000 sq. ft. multi-level library; giving you a
chance to pick up some good reads for your daily
commute. With access to both the YMCA and
library, you’ll have countless ways to honour
your mind and body at Transit City.
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*Specific arrangements relating to bulk memberships, benefits, etc. are still to be determined and subject to negotiation; purchasers are advised such
arrangements may not be available on acceptable terms and purchasers should therefore not be reliant upon them. Illustrations are artist’s impression.
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THE CENTRE OF
ATTRACTION.
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The best part about living at Transit City is
coming home to your state-of-the-art suite.
Modeled to exemplify airy open space, you can
move freely through it. Your home will showcase
9 ft. tall smooth-finish ceilings, a beautiful
balcony and a custom-designed kitchen and
bathroom. It’s all the pleasures of home, one
step ahead. Take in the views of the expansive
park below or stay indoors and enjoy the
quietness of your surroundings. It’s really up
to you. And while Transit City is central to life
in the GTA, your suite is central to everything
uniquely you.

SUITE PALETTE A

BUILDING
>
>
>
>
>

24 hour, 7 day a week concierge
Security coded access fob for all residents
Three guest suites provided for residents’ use
Individual suite hydro metering
Car share parking spaces for residents’ use

SUITES
> 9’ ceiling height in principal rooms
(excluding areas with dropped bulkheads)
> Smooth finished ceilings throughout
> Choice of flooring throughout entry, kitchen,
dining, living areas and bedrooms from
builder’s standard samples
> Painted baseboards, door frames and casings
> Exclusive use balconies, as per plan
> TV/telephone outlets in living/dining room
and bedrooms
> Smoke detectors and sprinkler system
> Stacked washer/dryer
> All suites protected under the TARION
Warranty Corporation

SUITE PALETTE B

KITCHENS
> Contemporary kitchen custom designed
by figure3 in a variety of colours from
builder’s standard samples
> Composite stone countertop from
builder’s standard samples
> Undermount, stainless steel sink
> Under cabinet lighting
> Hidden cabinet covered refrigerator
> Electric range
> Hidden cabinet cover dishwasher
> Microwave

SUITE PALETTE C
Features and finishes subject to change without notice. E. + O. E. Illustrations are artist’s impression.

BATHROOMS
> C
 omposite stone countertop from
builder’s standard samples
> Tile from builder’s standard samples
> Designer sink and faucet
> Bathroom cabinetry from builder’s
standard samples
> Bathtub as per plan
> Shower with enclosure, as per plan

TEAM

DEVELOPERS
CENTRECOURT is focused on the
execution of well thought out high-rise
condominiums located in close proximity
to transit and major amenities throughout
the Greater Toronto Area. CentreCourt
has completed nearly 2,000 homes in the
past five years and is actively developing
an additional 3,000 homes throughout
the GTA. CentreCourt strives to exceed
customer expectations and to be a
leader in the real estate development
industry. CentreCourt’s developments
are collaborative endeavors undertaken
with best-in-class planners, architects,
interior designers and construction
trades in order to ensure that the homes
CentreCourt develops are of the highest
quality standard. CentreCourt is behind
a number of the most successful condo
projects in recent years including Peter
Street Condos, Karma Condos, INDX
Condos, Core Condos, Grid Condos
and Axis Condos. > centrecourt.com

SMARTREIT is one of Canada’s largest
real estate investment trusts with total
assets in excess of $8.7 billion. It owns
and manages 32 million square feet in
value-oriented, principally Walmartanchored retail centres, having the
strongest national and regional retailers
as well as strong neighbourhood
merchants. In addition, SmartREIT is a
joint-venture partner in the Toronto and
Montreal Premium Outlets with Simon
Property Group. SmartREIT is now
expanding the breadth of its portfolio
to include residential (condominium and
rental), office, and self-storage, either
on its large urban properties such as the
Vaughan Metropolitan Centre or as an
adjunct to its existing shopping centres.
SmartREIT’s core vision is to provide
a value-oriented shopping experience
in all forms to Canadian consumers
and to create high quality mixed use
developments in urban settings.
> smartreit.com
PENGUIN PROPERTIES INC. (PPI) is
a private company owned by Mitchell
Goldhar. PPI owns 78 properties across
Canada at various stages of development
including Mr. Goldhar’s interest in the
Vaughan Metropolitan Centre 100 acre
master planned development. PPI has
also developed an emerging network of
Penguin Pick-Up locations offering free,
convenient pick-up locations for online
purchases, and Penguin Fresh, an online
food marketplace. Penguin Pick-Up now
has 50 locations.

DIAMOND SCHMITT ARCHITECTS is
a leading full-service architecture
firm based in Toronto with an
international reputation for design
excellence. This award-winning
practice delivers thoughtful,
sustainable design solutions that
achieve both client and community
objectives. Whether the task is
repurposing a heritage structure or
building on a new site, each project is
subject to rigorous evaluation to
optimize its architectural potential.
This process has resulted in over 250
awards, including six Governor
General’s Medals in Architecture.
> dsai.ca
CLAUDE CORMIER + ASSOCIÉS INC.
is an internationally recognized
practice that extends far beyond the
conventional realm of traditional
landscape design to forge bridges
between urban design, public art,
and architecture. The firm has
demonstrated an innovative,
imaginative capacity for problem
solving. They approach each obstacle
as a challenge, each new constraint
as a stimulus for fresh creativity. The
team’s work is distinguished not only
for its inventiveness, but also its
tenacious optimism in the power of
design. Over the years, the firm has
received 75 recognitions and awards.
More recently, the firm was selected
by Phaidon Press to be featured in a
new publication as one of the top 30
worldwide landscape architects in
the world. > claudecormier.com/en
CORNERSTONE MARKETING REALTY
was founded by Johnson Cheng and
Shab Rajabzadeh, who have over two
decades of invaluable real estate
market experience. The team has
built an enviable reputation with
in-depth knowledge and thorough
understanding of the Toronto market
as well as the markets in global
metropolitan centres. The two
experts are known for their attention

to detail when marketing high-rise
developments with a key focus on
Master Planned Communities.
As real estate professionals, the
partners have successfully sold many
of the city’s most well recognized
projects including: Chaz Yorkville, 365
Church, Peter Street Condominiums,
Harbour Plaza Residences, The
Eglinton, 87 Peter, Soul Condos, Grid
Condos, Connect Condos, Southside
Condos, Axis and Vivo Condos to name
a few. > cornerstonemarketing.ca
FIGURE3 is Toronto’s largest
independent, multi-disciplinary
interior design firm. The residential
studio, led by Dominic DeFreitas, has
met with unfettered success, creating
award-winning interiors in the
residential sector across Canada and
the United States. Central to figure3’s
approach is the guiding principal of
transforming the future by connecting
people to place. We begin every
engagement by seeking to deeply
understand how a space needs to be
understood by the people using it.
Then we apply the fundamental laws
of how space should work to deliver
transformative results. We couple
deep insight with creative vision and
transform it into real value. With
creativity, expertise and experience
we bring compelling interiors to life.
> figure3.com
L.A. INC. is one of North America’s
foremost companies specializing
in branding, marketing, and
communications for major real
estate developments throughout
North America and Europe. The
Toronto-based firm has created
exciting and memorable brands and
award-winning marketing programs
for major developments in New York,
South Florida, Las Vegas, Atlanta,
Philadelphia, Chicago, Nashville,
Minneapolis, Louisville, Cincinnati,
Toronto, Montreal, Calgary, Ottawa,
and Vancouver. > la-ads.com

INFO@TRANSITCITY.COM
416.869.9268

